Tata Sky Pulse Migration

Summary
Designed a cloud-native and microservices based architecture using open source technologies and migrated
to AWS cloud

The Client
Tata Sky is one of the leading DTH service providers in India who

Industry: Television,

Telecommunications,
Cable & Broadcasting

provides the most comprehensive channels and platform services lineup ranging from movies, news, entertainment and sports channels.
Tata Sky currently has over 600 channels and services and has been
a pioneer in the HD Set top box segment having significant market
share in the category. It currently has its footprints spread across 2
lakh towns with over 18 million connections in India.

Highlights
Migrated Oracle database to
AWS Aurora

The company has invested in state-of-the-art digital infrastructure,
partnered with global leaders to provide superior technology and set-up
high-end 24x7 call centers in 13 languages across the country manned
by multi-lingual customer service associates to offer professional and
efficient customer service.

Business Pain & Challenges

Re-architected application to
cloud-native microservices
based architecture
Leveraged AWS Spot instances
to handle traffic spikes

Pulse is a custom-built knowledge management system used by Tata
Sky’s customer support team of more than 10,000 executives spread
across 30+ locations who handle customer queries around billing,
installation, subscription & recharge plan options etc. The legacy
application was built on Oracle & Liferay and used Websphere as the
application server. The application had performance challenges in
day-to-day operations like updating any content or handling too many
concurrent logins during shift change. In addition to addressing these
issues, Tata Sky also wanted to get rid of license cost of software being
used for the platform.
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Business Solution
TO THE NEW proposed to re-architect Pulse into a cloud native application with microservices architecture, built
using open source technologies and hosted on AWS cloud. AWS services and features like auto-scaling, time based
scheduling, Aurora RDS, Elastic Container Service, S3 & Glacier were proposed in the solution to address business
needs around scalability, performance, high-availability and data retention.

Solution Overview
Complete application was built on Drupal stack and broken into different microservices.
Oracle database was migrated to AWS Aurora RDS.
Blue-green deployment process was implemented using Docker containers and Amazon Elastic Container
Service (ECS).
ELK was used for centralized logging to eliminate the need for any server access to debug production issues.
The complete application setup was done ensuring high-availability of all components including front-end,
middleware and database layer.
Base infrastructure capacity was reserved and spot instances were used to handle traffic spikes thereby
reducing overall cost.

Business Outcomes/Results
The new setup is able to handle traffic spikes with ease and has much better performance. The average
duration of each customer call is reduced which has led to increased productivity of customer support team and
improved end customer experience.

Technology Stack
Backend
Frontend
Database

Cache
DevOps

Amazon
Web Services (AWS)
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Know more about our DevOps offerings
www.tothenew.com
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